
Barons v0.1
Introduction: Players are Barons or Baronesses who use 
small armies to skirmish for land, titles, and riches 
(collectively known as Influence).
The game is played using 28mm miniatures, hobby 
terrain, 6-sided dice (D6), and a 3'x4' tabletop area.

Setup: To begin playing setup the tabletop area with 
your opponent in an agreeable fashion.
Then place 3 markers evenly across the middle of the 
board. These markers represent points of interest and 
value and provide Influence if captured.
Players then recruit an army, deploy them, and start 
the game.

Winning: The first player to reach 100 Influence wins 
the game. Influence is gained by killing enemy 
characters and capturing markers.

Multiplayer Games: TODO Changes deploy, changes turn 
order to be clockwise

Recruiting an Army
Size: An army is between 5 and 10 characters.

Composition: There must be between 2 and 5 different 
types of characters in an army.
For example 4 archers and 6 knights. Or 2 archers, 3 
knights, 1 thief, and 4 conscripts.

Deploying an Army
Both players roll off. The winner chooses to setup first 
or last.

To setup a player deploys his army within 8" of a table 
edge. Then the opponent sets up a similar distance 
from the opposite table edge.

Commanding an Army
Both players roll off. The winner chooses to command 
first or last.

The player issues 1 command to any character in their 
army. Once that command is resolved the opponent 
does the same. These alternating commands continue 
until the game is over.

Move: Move a character up to their Speed (in inches). 
Measure "front to front" of the miniature's base when 
moving. For every piece of difficult terrain spend an 
additional 1".

Attack: Use the current weapon of a character against 
an enemy. If melee the enemy must be adjacent. If 
ranged the enemy cannot be adjacent, a normal attack 
is done at 1-6" away, and the attack has Disadvantage 
at 7 to max range away (based on the weapon).

Charge and Attack: Measure a straight line to an enemy 
and roll 2D6 as inches. If the resulting distance is 
enough to reach the enemy (ignoring difficult terrain) 
then move into adjacent contact and resolve combat 
with Advantage. Otherwise do not move or do 
anything else. A roll of double 1s always fails 
regardless of distance.

Disengage and Attack: Move up to 4" away from an 
enemy who is in melee with you, then perform a range 
attack with Disadvantage.

Move and Capture Marker: Perform a normal Move and 
gain Influence equal to a marker within 4".

Rest: Heal 1x1 damage.

Pass: Do nothing.

Combat Resolution
Resolving melee and range use the same system.

To-Hit: The attacker and defender both roll 1D6, re-roll 
any ties.

If the attacker has Advantage they add +1.
If the attacker has Disadvantage the defender adds +1.

If the attacker's result is higher than the defender 
they hit. Otherwise they miss and there is no effect.

Location: On hit the attacker rolls another 1D6 for 
location. To save player time the location die can be 
rolled at the same time (just use a different color D6).

If the to-hit result was 6+ the attacker can modify the 
location roll by +1/-1 (to try to get a more 
advantageous location).

Apply the damage template of the attacker's weapons 
to the defender.

Advantage / Disadvantage
TODO
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If Advantage and Disadvantage apply, they cancel and 
there is no effect. Whereas Total Advantage or 
Disadvantage always apply.

Advantage: Could be weapon based? Elevation? Hitting 
back arc?
Disadvantage: Enemy in cover, extended range, 
disengage
Total Advantage: Charge
Total Disadvantage: Double Arms crit

Criticals
TODO

Kill a character on the second critical to the same 
location. For example two criticals to the Head 
location. Also kill if every location has taken at least 
one critical.

Arms: Disadvantage in combat, Total Disadvantage w/ 
2
Legs: -1 Speed w/ 1, -1 additional Speed cannot Charge 
or Disengage w/ 2
Chest: No effect
Head: 1x1 damage to all other areas

Army Characters
TODO: Minimum 5 rows of Hitpoints (Health?), max 9?
TODO: Need all weapons covered, then some balanced 
with armor vs speed. Also need dual wielded weapons
TODO: Have healing?

Character Special Abilities: Ignore Difficult Terrain, +X 
on Charge, Total Disadvantage in Cover, Shield (ignore 
1 attack per game), Deploy extra +4" forward 
(Infiltrate), Re-roll 1 Charge die (Berserker), take hit 
instead of adjacent ally (Guard), do 2 commands 
(Commander), no Disadvantage at extended range, 
ignore leg/arm crits (Tough), one attack re-roll per 
game, one defense re-roll per game (Armored), +2 
Speed once per game, heal two 1x1 on Rest, modify 
Location +1/-1 once per game, win on ties, +1 Influence 
when capturing (Noble), Advantage if within 4" of an 
ally with this ability (Horde/Comrade), ignore 
Disadvantage for Cover (Sharpshooter), no Advantage 
for enemy Charge (Pike)

Conscript:
Militia:
Knight:
Archer:

Crossbowman:
Sharpshooter:
Scout:
Thief:
Spearman:
Guard:
Explorer:

Weapons (width by depth)
Club: 1x1

Dagger: 1x2
Short Sword: 1x3
Rapier: 1x4
Spear: 1x5

Cleaver: 2x1
Halberd: 3x1
Long Sword: 4x1
Greatsword: 5x1

Mace: 2x2
Morningstar: 3x2
Flail: 4x2, 1x3 in middle

TODO: Not have spell/wizard stuff?
Swarm of Bees: 2 of 1x1
Hailstorm: 3 of 1x1
Firestorm: 4 of 1x1
Rockslide: 5 of 1x1

Shortbow, Longbow, Crossbow, Sling, Dart, Hatchet, 
Throwing Knife
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